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Imagine...
Budget Planning and Forecasting are important
exercises that SAP organizations must tackle,
and Microsoft Excel® is a popular tool for
creating and maintaining Planning models.
However, it takes significant effort to manually
move historical Actuals data from SAP into
Excel, and then new Plans back into SAP.
These time-consuming manual Excel Planning
processes cannot easily adapt to business
changes, leaving users and management
continually frustrated.
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Overview

A Painful Process

Reliance on Excel

Creating and maintaining your Plans in Microsoft Excel
requires considerable time and effort. It’s a process with
many steps, and prone to error. You pull historical cost
center Actuals from SAP, cut/paste/reformat in Excel,
distribute Planning template workbooks to cost centers,
and wait for proposed budgets. As budgets trickle back,
you likely combine them into a centralized workbook
to simplify the manual transfer back to SAP. Finalizing
budgets can take weeks or months, so the sheer effort
and pain makes it a once yearly task, which limits your
visibility into current conditions and ability for adapting
to business changes.
®

Flexible
• Free format Excel layouts
• Full Excel calculation and modeling
functionality
• Reusable and refreshable Excel models
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• Simple, Excel-based
• Excel wizards for creating
Functions
• Add to existing Excel models,
with no need to start over
• Real-time error correction and
validation before upload

IT Friendly

IT Friendly

• Access from any PC
no software installation
needed
• Pre-integrated with SAP
Security
• No need to build custom
uploader

Before considering a complex and expensive Planning
solution implementation, many companies depend
on Excel’s power and ease of use for creating and
maintaining Planning models. Excel is ideal for Planning
and analysis because it’s so comfortable for business
users and offers tremendous flexibility for building the
models a company requires. Still, the manual processes
of transferring data from SAP to Excel and back to
SAP are inefficient and simply aren’t scalable as the
business grows.
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Faster Planning and Forecasting
Cycles with Planning Wand
Planning Wand is a GL Wand add-on module for easy
uploads of Planning data from Excel into SAP. A simple
Excel add-in like GL Wand, Planning Wand offers
new pre-integrated Functions for direct uploads of
Cost Center Planning, Profit Center Planning, New
GL Planning, Activity Output Planning, Statistical
Key Figure Planning. By adding GL Wand Functions
to retrieve historical Actual and Plan data, you can
convert existing Excel Planning models to become
real-time and integrated with SAP, and then use
Planning Wand Functions for validation and direct
uploads of new Plan values to SAP. Reports Distribution
Manager can automate the distribution of Planning
templates to cost center managers.
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How it Works

Create, Modify and Upload New
Plans – Faster and More Frequently
Planning Wand, used with GL Wand, transforms Excel
into the front end for SAP Planning functionality. With
these tools, companies elevate Excel to easily achieve
monthly forecasting instead of yearly planning only.
Rolling forecasts; driver based plans; bottom-up/topdown planning; zero based; trending/incremental
planning ― even revenue Planning ― are possible.
Real-time Excel models avoid constraints of manual,
time consuming processes and empower companies
to quickly update Plans and produce new forecasts ―
hugely critical tasks in today’s economic environment.

Planning Wand supports Cost Center
Planning, Profit Center Planning, New
GL Planning, Activity Output Planning,
Statistical Key Figure Planning.
• L oad CCA function: Perform Cost Center Planning
by Cost Center and Cost Element; Project Systems
Planning by WBS Element and Cost Element; and
Order planning by Order and Cost Element. You
can leverage an SAP Distribution Key if planning
more than a single period within a Load Cost Plan
Function. Using this key distributes the plan value
among individual periods as defined within the key.
• Load PCA Plan function: Build a Profit Center
Plan by Profit Center and GL Account.
• Load New GL Plan function: Build an FI Plan with
a combination of Cost Center, Business Area,
Profit Center, and Functional Area data and
by GL Account.
• Load Activity Output Plan function: Plan Activity Type
quantities or prices by Activity Type and Cost Center.
• Load Statistical Key Figure Plan function: Plan SKF
quanitities against various CO objects.

Flexible Workbook construction: Build planning
workbooks to suit your preferred budgeting
methodology.

User Benefits:
• Simple and easy to use ― Excel skills only
• Leverage existing Excel models with real-time data
while eliminating many manual Excel processes.
• Validate and upload Plan information directly
from Excel.
• Automate the production of your rolling forecast,
with seamless data retrieval and uploads.
• Eliminate repeated manual extracts and uploads
for each iteration.
• Leverage cost center and cost element hierarchies
as defined in SAP to ensure your planning model
always has up-to-date master data. No more
dropped accounts due to changing hierarchies.
• No consulting or IT support required; master
data loads not necessary.

Function Wizards: Easily build planning workbooks
with simple Excel Wizards to serve as your guide.
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Planning Wand is a very straightforward, flexible, easy-to-use tool for loading
our budgets and forecasts into SAP FI and CO. We could apply it to our existing
Excel budget worksheets without the need to issue a standard template.”
Mark Schweikert, Senior Finance Manager
Piedmont Hardware Brands

Looking to Take Your Excel-based
Planning to the Next Level?

Planning Wand, GL Wand, and Reports Distribution
Manager can significantly improve your core Cost
Planning Processes with just Excel and SAP.
Once you’ve automated Cost Planning with real-time
models and agile rolling forecasts, it’s time to look at
more advanced Excel-based Planning concepts, such
as the transfer of excess budget between Cost Centers,
Cost Element Detail Planning, P&L Planning, and real-time
performance monitoring.
The Excel4apps suite of products can enable these types
of Planning for your organization. Our Planning experts will
be glad to show you how easy this is to implement.
When coupled with GL Wand, Planning Wand is an
effective alternative to: Standard SAP Planning T-Codes,
Hyperion, SAP Business Planning and Consolidation (BPC).
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Ensure a highly efficient
planning process by combining
these solutions together.
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Retrieve Real-Time
Actuals from SAP
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Adjust Plan Values
as Necessary

Excel
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SAP FICO Solutions
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Upload Plan Data to SAP
from the Same Workbook

Report +
Analyze

Budget +
Forecast

Upload
+ Post

Excel4apps Wands for SAP allow real-time financial and
operational reporting across all SAP modules, as well as the
ability to upload General Ledger journals and budgets―all
directly from Microsoft Excel. Using Excel-based solutions
makes it easy to obtain, analyze, share, and present essential
information when and how you need it. We help you get
more out of the platforms you already own―Microsoft Excel
and SAP.
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Refresh Workbook to
See Updated Values
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